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Introduction
Suburbia – a space where a family finds ‘its
own safe haven’, or a domain of fear, insecurity
and faceless high-rise estates? A green-belt idyll,
or an endless nightmare of traffic and industrial
confusion? An oasis of peace and contemplation,
or a cauldron of contradictions? A desirable residential area, or a launch-pad to hopelessness?
Dichotomies of this sort could be taken a good
deal further, but in all of them – it is increasingly clear – the connector ‘or’ can and should be
replaced with ‘and’. In the age of globalisation,
hybridisation and postmodernism, an attempt to
maintain the traditional contrastive stereotypes
of city, suburbia and country is doomed to failure
(Dear, Flusty 1998; Ellin 1999; Kühne 2012).

The concept of urban-rural hybrid (Kühne
2012; Kühne et al. 2016), although itself constituted by contradictions, oppositions, and ambiguities (Kühne, Schönwald 2015; Weber 2017), has
proven a useful tool with which to approach differences between the city and the country without imputing any such dichotomy. This is so because the differentiation it proposes is “based on
structural (levels of building), functional (levels
of centrality), and lifestyle (urban/suburban/rural mix), as well as emotional (sense of belonging)
and cognitive (especially in settlement research)
considerations” (Kühne et al. 2016: 25). In the
face of an oversimplified distinction between an
urban core and the surrounding countryside, it
addresses the interpenetration of the urban, suburban and rural beyond the city centre – in other
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words in the necklace of settlements traditionally
thought of as ‘suburbia’.
Geographical research has tended to isolate
phenomena like segregation and gentrification,
viewing them singly – albeit also in their interactions – but overlooking the spatial contiguities
and overlaps of what amounts to a complex mosaic. The dominant focus, whether on the gentrification of the inner city or on the exclusion
and downward mobility in the suburbs, tends to
bypass a third, equally important movement observable in former suburban residential areas – a
phenomenon to which we have sought to draw
attention with the acronym URFSURBS: the ‘urbanisation of former suburbs’ (Kühne et al. 2016,
2017). Thus, in the two regions studied here,
Greater Paris and Southern California, suburban
buildings tend to be lower and more compartmentalised than those of inner cities and CBDs,
and population densities are also lower (Kling
et al. 1995; McManus, Ethington 2007; Teaford
2011). At the same time greater homogeneity can
be observed in population structures, most clearly, perhaps, in the predominance of single-family housing over large residential complexes
(Kirszbaum 2015; Soulignac 1993; Vieillard-Baron
2011).
However, recent years have seen changes that
defy unidimensional categorisation: in particular
the urban-rural dichotomy is proving increasingly untenable (Stébé, Marchal 2007: 57), its boundaries blurring in favour of the urban-rural hybrids mentioned above. At the same time, some
formerly rural areas are being transformed into
more traditional suburbia. Accordingly, the new
URFSURBS are embedded in a ‘spatial and functional pastiche’ (Kühne 2012), in which formerly
clear functional distinctions have been successively supplanted with mixed structures ranging
from new use, through reuse, and reduction in
use, to disuse (Kühne 2016). The creation of such
pastiches does not imply “the erosion of differentiation: it presupposes differentiation and develops
it in the direction of hybrid crossings, recombinations, and reintegration” (Vester 1993: 29, original emphasis; Hoesterey 2001).
Urbanisation tendencies are evident at both
city planning and architectonic levels, in the new
usage of brownfield sites and the ongoing demolition, replacement, and rededication of the older
building substance. And these processes induce

population changes, including the displacement
of lower in favour of higher income groups. In
all, they result in an architectonic, social and cultural heterogeneity that escapes the specificity of
received categories and merits the term ‘hybridisation’ (Bourdieu 1989).
Against this background, the present article follows a shift in research perspectives toward the description and elucidation of hybrid
forms of spatial development based on statistical evidence, interviews, and field research in
the regions cited above. Aimed at a current gap
in geographical research, the article presents a
comparative analysis of locations in France and
Southern California which reveal striking parallels, above all with respect to closely interconnected tendencies of urbanisation, gentrification
and hybridisation in the banlieues and ‘inner ring
suburbs’.

France. The banlieues – problem areas
or development poles?
Associated above all with the large cities of
Paris, Lyon, Marseilles, St. Etienne, and Lille,
the French banlieues – urban areas outside the inner city – suffer from an almost overwhelming
weight of research, and a predominant focus on
exclusion, architectonic decay, and infrastructural dereliction, segregation and stigmatisation.
In the Middle Ages banlieue was originally a legal term. Composed of two elements, the
Germanic root-word Bann (jurisdiction) and the
Latin leuga (league – which in French became
lieue) designated an area that could be crossed
in about one hour: this was the limit of mayoral power (Paulet 2004; Thinard 2008; VieillardBaron 1996). The rapid growth of cities in the
wake of 19th century industrialisation led to a
shift in meaning, and the word was increasingly applied to peripheral, but still essentially urban districts (Vieillard-Baron 2008, 2011). In the
20th century this usage continued, but as cities
expanded into agglomerations, banlieue became
the word for the marginal remainder that was
neither properly a city nor anything else (Boyer
2000: 14–16; Weber et al. 2012: 50). This was especially the case in and after the 1960s and 70s,
when the acute post-war housing shortage led
to the construction of residential estates on and
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Fig. 1. High rise blocks in Bondy-Nord (eastern rim of Paris). Photo by Florian Weber (2016).

beyond suburban limits. The utopian vision of
creating a unified society (Donzelot 2004: 16)
quickly collapsed in the face of low-quality factory-made buildings (Figs 1 and 2), a defective

infrastructure with poor public transport, and
the inevitably resultant introversion. To this was
added the stigmatisation associated with the
influx into empty accommodation – or forcible

Fig. 2. ‘Balzac’, a high-rise block (now demolished) in the ‘Cité des 4000’, La Courneuve (northern rim of Paris) –
a synonym for poverty and drug dealing. Photo by Florian Weber (2007).
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Fig. 3. Average real-estate price per sq. m. across Greater Paris (in €; first quarter 2017).
Source: http://www.paris.notaires.fr/outil/immobilier/carte-des-prix.

‘resettlement’ – of poor migrant families from
the former colonies, and the simultaneous flight
of households with moderate incomes (Donzelot
2004; Doytcheva 2007; Marchal, Stébé 2012; Tissot
2007; Weber 2016).
What followed was an association of banlieues
with social problems which has endured to the
present day (Boyer 2000: 13–20; Germes, Glasze
2010; Kirkness 2014; Kokoreff, Lapeyronnie 2013)
– a stigma sealed by recurrent, widely publicised
disturbances beginning in 1981 and culminating in the week-long riots that shattered France
in the autumn of 2005 (Balibar 2007; Dikeç 2016;
Lapeyronnie 2009; Le Goaziou, Mucchielli 2006).
Dikeç (2007) speaks of banlieues in this context as
the ‘badlands of the republic’, and many researchers
focus on the issues of stigmatisation, exclusion,
social intermingling, and municipal intervention
(Avenel 2004; Delarue 1991; Doytcheva 2007;
Glasze, Weber 2014; Kirszbaum 2015; Paquot
2008; Tissot 2007; Weber, Kühne 2016); others take
a more historical and spatially diversified view
of events (e.g. Boyer 2000; Paulet 2004; VieillardBaron 2011). Donzelot’s (2004, 2009) threefold division of the French urban-rural hybrid has been
widely received: gentrification of the inner-city
(above all since the 1990s) – in Bourdieu’s (1989)
terms, the displacement of people with a lower
‘symbolic capital’ by those with a higher one –
bourgeois exclusiveness in the sprawling housing

estates on the outskirts, and the downward spiral
of the cités des grands ensembles, the high-rise concentrations of banlieues.
This description – convincing as far as it goes
– tends, however, to ignore the variety present in
banlieues, where industry and single-family housing can be found stigmatised alongside high-rise
blocks, separated from them in some cases only
by a highway. Nor are large housing estates uniformly problem-infested. Not all of them consist purely of public sector housing, nor are all
equally devalued and stigmatised. “Contrary to
the common image, these districts are not just homogeneous breeding grounds of dislocation and
social handicap” (Avenel 2004: 20–21). Nor, come
to that, do all low-rise housing estates radiate affluence and modernity. Banlieues should be considered rather as a complex mosaic of different
elements (Weber 2016).
Another central aspect that has been largely
overlooked in recent years is the process of hybridisation that has taken place in French cities
as a combined result of urbanisation and gentrification (Albecker 2015; Albecker, Fol 2014;
Damon et al. 2016). These become immediately
evident from a comparison of the development
of real-estate prices across Greater Paris (Fig. 3):
in the suburbs of Levallois-Perret in the north
and Montreuil in the east of the city, prices are
considerably higher than in their immediate peer
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districts. Indeed, as Marchal, Stébé and Bertier
have demonstrated in detail (Marchal et al. 2016;
Marchal, Stébé 2012), an average price for freehold property in Levallois-Perret is almost as
high as in the core city: in the first three months of
2017 it amounted to €7,900 as opposed to €8,450
per square meter respectively.
At the beginning of the 19th century the area
now known as Levallois-Perret was either wholly unused or used for agriculture. In the course
of industrialisation, it became an overcrowded industrial, working-class town (Faure 1991;
Marchal, Stébé 2012). The wave of de-industrialisation in the 1970s saw many factories moving
away, and real estate prices rose under the impact of the third and fourth industrial eras. The
new Front de Seine development combines service
industries with postmodern residential blocks in
a single architectonic ensemble, and here, “as
well as in other quarters, plate-glass towers and
high-tech buildings have mushroomed out of the
ground and are now housing major international
firms” (Marchal et al. 2016: 101). In their wake,
urbanisation and gentrification processes have
taken place – driven forward at both city planning and architectonic levels – and there has been
an influx of employees from the upper echelons
of the service sector, with a corresponding displacement of poorer residents. These structural and infrastructural changes have given birth
to a new lifestyle: “It is really very easy for the
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better off, the bobos [bourgeois bohèmes], to spend
Saturday mornings in the popular boutiques
(Bérénice, The Kooples, Sandro, IKKS, Gérard
Darel) and Sundays browsing the market stalls
for vegetables, health food, cheese, and wine under the watchful eye of the video cameras set up
at every corner by a well equipped and armed
police force” (Marchal et al. 2016: 103).
What seems contradictory to a received ‘modern’ perspective – indeed incompatible with it –
is that elements are combined and displayed in
refurbished suburbs like Levallois-Perret as banners of a newfound (or rather newly constructed) identity, an aesthetic expression of self-confident postmodernity. Kühne, Schönwald and
Weber have in this context coined the acronym
URFSURBS: the urbanisation of former suburbs
(Introduction above; Kühne 2016; Kühne et al.
2016, 2017; Kühne 2017). For a new relation has
arisen “between urban restructuring, socio-demographic change and the recent growth of fragmented, hybrid and/or patchwork socio-spatial
arrangements in former suburban areas” (Kühne
et al. 2016: 25). Levallois-Perret exemplifies
the about-turn that has occurred in such areas,
where radical transformation of the architectonic
substance is now far advanced and has brought
with it a corresponding homogenisation of social
structures (Marchal, Stébé 2012).
Another key Parisian example of the undeniably hybrid tendency toward urbanisation and

Fig. 4. Land clearance in Bobigny-Romainville, ready for high-value residential development. Photo by Florian
Weber (2016).
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Fig. 5. Existing residential accommodation in Bobigny-Romainville with new apartment blocks in the
background. Photo by Florian Weber (2016).

at least some level of gentrification is Montreuil,
which again offers a rich field for current research. In Marseilles, similar tendencies can be
seen in the area developed for the 2016 European
Soccer championship around the stade Vélodrome,
with its new shopping mall and associated architectural and social transformations.
A further object of current research is the
Pantin-Bobigny-Bondy axis in eastern Greater
Paris, where extensive land clearance has paved
the way for high-value service-sector housing
development – offered at a discount turnover-tax
rate of 5.5 percent to attract better-off purchasers (Fig. 4). Already, glass-fronted offices and
new apartment blocks stand cheek by jowl on
busy streets with neglected, graffiti-smeared
older buildings, as photographic documentation
from initial field research demonstrates (Fig. 5).
The shape, mood, and image of the Horloge district of Romainville (a suburb between Pantin
and Bobigny) is also set to change, with an influx of new residents and businesses attracted
by the construction of 850 new apartments and
the provision of 270,000 m² for economic development, above all in the health sector (Ville de
Romainville 2017). Similarly, the city of Bobigny
plans an injection of urban flair that will upgrade
the entire area, including the construction of

1,200 apartments and 140,000 m² of office space
in the so-called Écocité along the Canal de l’Ourcq
(Ville de Bobigny 2017). In contrast to LevalloisPerret, these measures – and hence, too, their
hybridising and socio-structural impacts – have
only just begun.
It will, then, be worth watching in the next few
years to what extent these run-down buildings
are replaced, and (if so) the effect it has on residential population structures. Up to now, département 93, Seine-Saint-Denis, has not exactly been a
desirable address. Current plans could see some
quarters of Pantin and Bobigny undergoing distinct gentrification – and with it the displacement
of poorer residents to the even remoter outer circle of banlieues. To what extent these processes
of what we have called URFSURBanisation have
advanced (or will advance) as far as Bondy is also
a matter for future investigation.

Southern California. The rise or fall (?)
of suburbia and the genesis of a new
settlement type – the URFSURB
In the USA a rapid spread of suburban development is a relatively recent phenomenon closely
linked to mass motorisation. Individual mobility
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was the precondition for realising the dream of
life in one’s own home in a leafy mock-up of the
countryside, insulated from the decaying blocks
and rampant problems of the inner city (Hesse
2010; Kühne et al. 2016: 24). Suburbia, accordingly, became the undisputed habitat of the
middle-class family (Palen 1995: 158–159), incidentally deconstructing the city as a uniquely coherent socio-spatial entity (Hall 2006; Jorgensen,
Tylecote 2007; Kühne 2015). However, in its remorseless onward development, the phenomenon of sub- and ex-urbanisation has introduced
still newer forms of settlement: the ‘edge’ and
‘edgeless’ cities of recent decades. Situated beyond the limits of the erstwhile suburban centres,
or straggling along major traffic routes, these new
settlement types represent ongoing mutations of
the urban-rural hybrid (Kühne 2012, 2015; Lang
et al. 2013).
Alongside its focus on the underlying processes of socio-spatial change, the current research on US suburbia also shows a certain
predilection for conflict-ridden developments.
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Real-estate value erosion, social segregation,
and hotspots of deprivation (Hesse 2014; Hesse,
Schreiner 2007; Leinberger 2008), especially in
older and inner-ring suburbs, fill the pages of
specialist journals. For “it is evident that many
old suburbs are facing the challenge of periodical or cyclical decline, caused by selective migration, disinvestment or simply aging in the context of certain urban development trajectories.
According to recent surveys, it is estimated that
almost 15 per cent of the old or inner suburbs
in the U.S. are subject to such changes” (Hesse
2010: section 32; Hanlon 2008, 2012; Short et al.
2007; Vicino 2008).
This is not the whole story, however. In the
USA, too, “the new suburban reality is complex
and looks quite different from traditional stereotypes” (Hesse 2010: section 35). A resurgent preference for city living – a short-lived 1970s movement in the same direction was soon lost to sight
(Masotti, Hadden 1973) – has reurbanised suburbia, creating an entirely new settlement type: the
URFSURBS described above (Kühne 2016; Kühne

Fig. 6. URFSURBS development processes and their interrelations.
Source: Kühne 2016; Kühne et al. 2017.
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Fig. 7. Downtown and inner-circle URFSURBS in San Diego.
Source: Kühne, Schönwald 2015: 4.

et al. 2016, 2017; Kühne 2017). The phenomenon
was first observed in San Diego, a centre of one of
the western hemisphere’s most dynamic regions:
Southern California.
The URFSURBS of San Diego, like those of
Los Angeles, grew out of the first generation

of early 20th-century inner-ring suburbs in the
wake of widespread downtown regeneration,
when demand for urban living and recreational
space could no longer be met without insufferable compression in the city center – understood
as the modern downtown areas that formed the
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urban core of the city before the Wilson era of the
mid-70s (for further detail see Kühne, Schönwald
2015). The urbanisation in question is the product of a typical inner-city economy (especially
high value-added service industries), and the
corresponding urban lifestyle is a specific bundle
of attributes (e.g. anonymity, dress, behavioural patterns) of the people who live in that area.
Postmodernisation processes have increasingly
decoupled this lifestyle from downtown areas,
but the phenomena of hybridisation observed in
the URFSURBS of San Diego include as a defining factor the ‘condensation’ – albeit not always
univocal in manner or extent – of such lifestyle
attributes (Baker 1990; Murphy 2007 [1971];
Simmel 1950).
Downtown San Diego has in this sense expanded, assimilating former suburban space in
a variety of ways: apartment blocks have been
built with integrated shopping and gastronomic facilities, and the stereotypical visual expectations of the urban populace have been fulfilled
in a distinctly postmodern ‘architecture of experience’. The increasing importance of a creative
and cultural economy has made urban locations,
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with their dense network of contacts, attractive;
and the protagonists of this economy, with their
new patterns of consumption, have promoted
the start-up of alternative stores and restaurants
in premises hitherto quite differently purposed,
or simply disused (Gallagher 2013; Kühne,
Schönwald 2015). Moreover, surging energy
prices have increased the cost not only of commuting, but also of heating and air-conditioning
– the latter above all in two-storey family houses
(apartment blocks are more efficient in this respect) – and all these factors have made proximity to traditional downtown more desirable.
The URFSURBS of San Diego, like those of
Paris, also reveal a change in the population structure, from traditional families with suburban life
and consumption patterns (the latter above all in
shopping malls) to an increasing number of single persons and pairs whose lifestyle and preferences are markedly urban. Accordingly, while
settlements in the former inner-ring suburbs gain
in attractiveness, those on the suburban periphery are losing out (Hesse 2008, 2010). Fig. 6 illustrates diagrammatically the forces at work in this
process.

Fig. 8. Changing patterns of construction and use in Golden Hill. Photo by Olaf Kühne (2016).
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Initial attempts at systematisation based on
a qualitative (and selectively quantitative) spatial analysis and (partial) systematic plotting of
architectonic and social conditions (Kühne et al.
2016: 31) indicate a differentiation in the levels of
URFSURBanisation, from marginal, through individualised and modified, to more or less fully
restructured URFSURBS. While the physical and
spatial structures of Barrio Logan, for instance,
to the south of downtown San Diego, have remained largely unchanged, the district has undergone a considerable population shift, with a
notable increase in the number of residents with
higher cultural and social capital. In Hillcrest
(north of downtown) and Golden Hill (east of
downtown, Fig. 7), on the other hand, physical
change is clearly visible. Single family homes
have been demolished to make room for apartment blocks, and the juxtaposition of old and
new – in terms of both physical property and its
occupiers – is striking (Fig. 8).

Concluding summary
Given the differences between the two locations in population dynamics, planning philosophies, and spatial scales, it may seem far-fetched
to compare suburbanisation processes in France
and Southern California – to speak of ‘edge’ or
‘edgeless’ cities in France, for instance, would
be meaningless. However, specific aspects of the
processes of urbanisation, gentrification, and hybridisation – in particular their physical proximity to the urban core in both cases presented here
– make such a comparison fruitful and valuable
for research. In France the refurbishment of residential areas and concomitant rise in property
values have until recently been associated almost
exclusively with the inner city; and in the USA
nobody would have thought the inner ring suburbs would undergo the sort of changes described
above. After all, historically and socially, as well
as economically, they were associated rather with
a downward spiral. Against this background,
the aim of this essay has been to follow a shift in
the focus of urban geographical research toward
strikingly parallel and equally unexpected movements in two different countries, and to pave the
way for further research in this and allied fields.

The changing physical and architectonic patterns of space are the expression of changing social norms and values in which urban lifestyles
gain in significance, while both the exorbitantly expensive inner city and the low-rise family
plots of the periphery (France) or rurally tinged
suburbs (USA), with all their inherited stereotypes and characteristics – e.g. socio-cultural
homogeneity, classical family structures – lose
out. Local political intervention, for instance in
eastern Paris, suggests that the planner’s ideal
of social intermingling has been limited in this
context by the desire to attract higher income
groups to the area, and thus to reframe its image away from the negative connotations of the
suburban satellite. The USA is generally less
marked by interventionism of this kind, but a
significant shift in the composition of the urban-rural hybrid is also evident there, in the
historic heartland of suburban development.
Without entirely effacing established patterns
of settlement or their social basis, the spatial
pastiche has thus received a new component.
For although the traditional family with its spatial needs and aspirations continues to exist, its
numbers – and hence its political and territorial
clout – have diminished.
The development of URFSURBS differs fundamentally in this respect from the conventional
extension of inner-city functions into the periphery of the CBD. It is not a further expansion into
socially as well as architecturally already urbanised areas, but a complete (often also structural)
transformation from suburban to urban, even
though concomitant processes of gentrification
and segregation may also be taking place.
As already observed, this is a phenomenon
of varying intensity. Its very novelty, however,
means that in all likelihood it will develop fast,
and that the meagre research it has already received must be rapidly updated in both scope
and detailed typology – a typology that must extend not just to physical changes but also to the
underlying shifts in social dynamics and structures. Our examination of the URFSURB phenomenon has so far been confined to France and
Southern California; it remains to be seen where
else similar changes can be observed, what forms
they take, and what their causes are.
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